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Above:  Looking east - Drilling on the Wilson Gold Deposit with a view of the Wheeler Gold Deposit and Mt. Grant in the distance.

OVERVIEW 
Lincoln Gold Mining Inc. is an advanced-stage gold exploration and  
development company holding a 100% interest in the Pine Grove Gold 
Project in Nevada. Lincoln’s primary focus is to advance the Pine Grove 
project to production. The Company is working with the United States 
Forest Service to secure the necessary permits to develop the Pine 
Grove Gold Project into a low-cost heap leach operation with a high-
grade gravity circuit. 

Lincoln is working to developing exploration plans for the Shawinigan  
property in Quebec to evaluate the copper, nickel and cobalt opportunities 
at the property. 

Lincoln holds interest in its projects in the United States through its U.S. 
subsidiaries Lincoln Resource Group Corp. and Lincoln Gold US Corp. 

Lincoln trades on the TSX Venture Exchange under the symbol LMG,  
in the United States on the OTC Pink under the symbol LNCLF, and on the 
Frankfurt Stock Exchange as symbol ZMG2. For more detailed information 
on the Company’s projects, please visit the projects section of Lincoln’s 
website at www.lincolnmining.com.    

PROJECTS
PINE GROVE GOLD PROJECT, NEVADA
Located in the Walker Lane structural zone of western Nevada, the Pine 
Grove project is approximately 80 km (50 miles) southeast of Carson 
City and 34 km (21 miles) south of the town of Yerington. The project is 
in the permitting for production stage. An updated NI 43-101 resource 
is underway, as well as an exploration/resource expansion plan. Work 
underway includes completion of base line studies, the EIS, a Pre- 
Feasibility Study, condemnation drilling, geotechnical drilling, water 
well drilling and engineering studies. 

SHAWINIGAN PROJECT, QUEBEC
Lincoln’s newest project is located  in southern Quebec, 
approximately 130 km (80 miles) northeast of Montreal. 
In August, 2021, Lincoln expanded the property from 21 
claims to 82 contiguous claims. The project is located in 
an area that is well known for nickel/copper discoveries. 
A basic geological evaluation to cover the entire claim 
area is planned. 
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Above:   
Drilling on Wilson deposit with Wheeler deposit in back-
ground; Geologists and driller at work on Wilson Deposit.

PINE GROVE — Gold Resources 
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CONTACT   MANAGEMENT

An updated mineral resource estimate for the Pine Grove project, which 
includes the recent surface drill program, was announced on September 16, 
2019: 

In April 2021, Lincoln entered into an option agreement to acquire  
the Shawinigan claims. The project consisted of 21 claims. In August 2021, 
Lincoln expanded the Shawinigan property area to 82 contiguous mineral claims: 

Previous exploration has covered only a limited area of the overall 
property area.

Historical drilling encountered Ni/Cu mineralization at shallow depth, but 
further work was never initiated. The shallow and wide intersections are 
significant and may indicate a mineralized body below.

Previous EM/MAG surveys identified targets in three cluster areas.

Lincoln’s plan is to conduct a basic geological evaluation to cover the 
entire claim block to locate areas for programs of trenching, drilling and 
more geophysics.  
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The Wilson and Wheeler deposits host cumulative Measured and Indicated 
gold resources of 5,888,107 Tons, grading 0.04 opt, containing 210,962 
ozs gold and total Inferred gold resources of 43,450 Tons, grading 0.03 opt, 
containing 1,324 ozs gold. 

Cutoff grade is 0.007 opt Au and 0.10 opt Au (the higher-grade portion of 
the resource). Estimated heap leach gold recovery varies between 69% to 
82%.

In 2021, the Company put in place an initial reclamation bond, which has 
been accepted by the US Forest Service.  

Significant exploration potential exists beyond current resources. 

SHAWINIGAN — Nickel-Copper-Cobalt Resources 
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SHARE STRUCTURE (at May 15, 2023)

    Issued & Outstanding            3,866,324 
    Stock Options                           225,000 
    Warrants                                   929,834
    Fully Diluted Total                 5,021,158   

Cautionary Statements Disclaimer:  This document may contain forward-looking statements including but not limited to comments regarding the timing and content of upcoming 
work programs, potential mineral recovery process, availability of capital and financing, etc. Forward-looking statements address future events and conditions and therefore involve inherent 
risks and uncertainties. The preliminary economic assessment is preliminary in nature and includes some inferred mineral resources that are considered too speculative geologically to have the 
economic considerations applied to them to be categorized as mineral reserves. There is no certainty that the preliminary economic assessment will be realized. The reported mineral resources 
are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. Actual results may differ materially from those currently anticipated in such statements. Investors are cautioned not 
to place undue reliance on such statements. Paul Saxton, the Company’s President & CEO and a “qualified person” under National Instrument 43-101, reviewed and approved the scientific and 
technical information contained in this document.         


